
1.) If I implement a set of modules like Iowa 80, I want my shoppers to touch two or three so they 
buy more. But, I don’t want to pay two or three times for the sale. What do you do in that 
situation? 

We’ve shown the data in the webinar that says the more times that a shopper interacts with 

these personalized touch points, the more they end up buying.  So we actually want to create 

situations where shoppers interact with more than one.  I mentioned abandoning alerts, 

retargeting ads, maybe on the site product recommendations.  But at the end of the day, no 

matter how many touch points a shopper encounters, we still only have one sale. So, in the 

MyBuys scenario the reporting will show you each one of the touch points that that shopper 

engaged with on the way to making that particular purchase.  So we are able to monitor 

performance of the touch points and identify areas to potentially expand or potentially improve.   

So from a reporting standpoint you want to see each one of the modules that was involved in 

making a sale.  However, from an invoicing standpoint MyBuys will actually squeeze the overlap 

out between all the modules so that you have one sale and they see it reported three or four 

times, but you’ll pay once for the sale rather than paying once for the touch.  We think that 

creates a situation where work harder to increase the number of touches that a shopper has 

ultimately because that gets them to buy more rather than decrease the number of touches 

because you got to pay for each touch.  The long and short of it is that in the reporting world we 

will show you everything that was touched and when it’s time to pay we’ll squeeze out the 

overlap so you have one sale you pay one time. 

2.) How do you aggregate (something) data? So you talked about the multiple channels and data.  
Can you give us a basic overview of how you aggregate this? 

Sure. So, in the MyBuys world, our implementation roughly consists of two components: its 
code on the site will observe behavior and it’s data feeds from the retailer and we’ll match clicks 
on the site with products details aggregate (?) or all the way down to skew level details that a 
shopper clicks on.  This gives us a very robust picture of the details behind every click that a 
shopper takes to a site. Every image that they click on is as an ad or every image they click on 
through e-mail.  All of this gets recorded by the MyBuy system, so it is actually us that is doing 
the data aggregation and not relying on existing data.  We may take other data in, but we are 
really relying on our ability to monitor behavior in real time, tie that with product information, 
and then play it back in real time on the site e-mail and display ads.  So, ultimately it falls to us 
to do that aggregation.  

3.)   We don’t have much mobile traffic, how to we engage these folks more? 
That’s an interesting question and it’s not one that I hear a lot. A lot of times I hear, we have so 

much mobile traffic we don’t know why we’re not getting conversions from it.  We see more 

and more retailers rather than building mobile sites, build sites that employ responsive design 

so that regardless of the device that the shopper uses they have an experience that fits on the 

screen they are using.  Looking at what the experience is when the shopper visits your site on 

the mobile device, is that something that is conducive to continuing the experience on the 

mobile device or does it just make them bounce out.  Some of this you will see in your analytics 

as well.  If you see traffic coming in on mobile and leaving immediately, that’s an indication that 



the experience they’re having there is not generating subsequent visits or page views on that 

mobile device.  I think I would start there to get a better understanding of 

 

4.) You talked about the email that bucket as being supplementary to the email we’re doing. Will 
your email program claim credit for sales we would have had anyway? 
Absolutely it will!  You bet.  Ultimately it’s marketing initiative, right?  With any marketing 
initiative there’s a question attribution, so absolutely you will see sales reported through our 
claim of attribution that you would have had anyway.  Our response to that is to say “yes it 
happens,” we just don’t know how much it’s going to happen for you, so out of the gate during a 
trial period let’s AB test; let’s quantify what is being cannibalized , quantify what is truly 
incremental, and then work out a business relationship just around the incremental sales.  So, 
ultimately we don’t want to be in the business of steeling someone’s sales they would have had 
anyway.  We want to be in the business of delivering new sales that you would not have had.  
We know the cannibalization happens and our answer is let’s test AB test to figure out what the 
incremental is and build our relationship around that.    
 

5.) How often or at what frequency does contact become too much or annoying to customers.  So, 
you talked about in your presentation that up to three touch points gives you five times more, 
but when is enough enough?  
There is no hardened (?) testing.  One of the indicators is a change in response rates and click 
through rates of an e-mail.  Another is the relationship between the ads that are displayed and 
purchases that are generated as a result of those ads. We have guidelines or rules of thumb that 
say if I come to the site and put something in my cart and get an abandonment alert that I will 
then not be eligible for a shoppers alert that week.  We have other guidelines that say we don’t 
want to send typically to more than 10-15% of your e-mail list at any one time that we send 
those shopper alerts and that might result in an individual consumer getting one of those alerts 
six to eight times per year.  If anything we want to err on the side of being conservative with the 
touches.  It’s more hard at this point than science and that’s one of the things on an ongoing 
basis that we’ll continue to monitor.  There’s a whole team of people here who are responsible 
for optimization and what we want to find is what is the right point for your customers where 
we can increase the touch points and hopefully still increase the sales, but yet not to start to 
drop those off because we’re annoying the shopper, so it’s a bit of an art still, but it’s something 
we work on with you to discover what the threshold is.  
 

6.) How long does it take to compile the information to identify a customer on multiple devices?  
The data to identify the shopper has been building up since 2006, so as soon as the MyBuys 
code is implemented on a client’s site, the code will be able to read identifiers that are already 
in place on the shopper’s devices. 
 
Behind the scenes, any time a MyBuys shopper opens a MyBuys-powered email from any 
MyBuys client, we drop a cookie and grab the email address that opened the email. Any MyBuys 
code can read any MyBuys cookie, so when you come to a new site; we find the already-existing 
cookie that may have come from Iowa 80, Natchez Shooters Supply, or any one of hundreds of 
retailers that use MyBuys as part of their email strategy.   
 

 


